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SOCIAL BENEFITS OF LIBRARY PERFORMANCE.
APPROACHES AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION


ABSTRACT: Objective – Libraries play various important roles in the contemporary society. They contribute to the advancement of intellectual and social capital and offer economic benefits to their surroundings. The paper provides an overview of the main approaches to research on the library impact on the community which are: information exchange and information literacy impact, research, education, cultural, economic outcomes and impact on social inclusion. The paper presents
methods and tools that currently are tested and used to evaluate the issue in question. **Research methods** - The following methods were used: the critical analysis of the literature, the description of methods and results of research on social impact of libraries on their surroundings, the analysis of world research initiatives related to the development of methods and tools used for the evaluation of the impact of libraries on the community. **Results and conclusions** – Research on social benefits of library performance has recently gained considerable attention in the world and the research methods in this field evolve, too. More investigation is needed to identify methods that could be used to show libraries’ overall impact or to develop measures that would permit benchmarking between institutions.
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**DIGITAL CULTURAL HERITAGE AND MEMORY INSTITUTIONS WITHIN THE STRUCTURE OF NATIONAL IDENTITY: PHILOSOPHICAL DISCOURSE**


**ABSTRACT: Objective** - This article is to introduce theoretical motivation for the interaction and links joining national identity, collective memory, cultural heritage, digitization and libraries understood as memory institutions, and substantiate memory institutions and digital collective memory as an essential source for national identity. **Research methods** - The author claims that the digital resources
managed by memory institutions, particularly libraries, are the fundamentals of national identity. Therefore she discusses postmodernism as a theoretical basis for the system of concepts of „national identity – collective memory – cultural heritage – memory institutions – digital resources - users”, and presents the structure and individual concepts of this system. The research method used was qualitative research with discourse analysis and a theoretical analysis of information sources such as: J. Baudrillard, I. Hassan, D. Harvey, R. J. Lifton, J. F. Liotard, P. Waugh, A. J. Toynbee, G. E. Veith et al., conventions and resolutions of the European Commission, Committee and Parliament, legal provisions in culture and cultural heritage by the Government of Latvia. Results and conclusions - National identity is seen as a totality of meanings the main manifestations of which are the cultural and national heritage as the basis for the personal system of values and experience. National identity is formed by the totality of conceptions on affiliation with something. Conceptions, ideas are formed in the interaction process of personality and the collective memory based on digital resources. The collective memory, i.e. the resources in libraries, museums and archives, particularly the digital ones, is the main element for the construction of national identity. This construction is delivered by memory institutions through collecting, harvesting, saving, arranging and providing access to resources via the digitization process. Digitization should become the main tool for maintenance, inclusion, communication, and identity in the process of globalization. The author introduces theoretical model, based on the discourse of postmodernism ideas, theoretical conclusions of world researchers and philosophers, official conventions, guidelines and declarations - for justifying memory institutions’ resources as the basis of national identity. Such a theoretical analysis of the „national identity – collective memory – cultural heritage – memory institutions – digital resources – users” is the first experiment in Latvia to place the important role of memory institutions, particularly libraries, in a system of cultural heritage, digitization, new environment and national identity. The main conclusion is that the philosophical discourse of postmodernism accepts the idea of the leading role of memory institutions in the structure of national/digital heritage and national identity.
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„ANNUAL AGING FACTOR” AS A TOOL IN LITERATURE OBSOLESCENCE ANALYSIS


ABSTRACT: Objective – The aim of the article is to assess the usefulness and bibliometric features of the results obtained through the application of the annual aging factor in certain areas of the library and science studies. Moreover, some selected properties of annual aging factor and half-life index are compared. Research method – The article was prepared on the basis of the literature analysis and key issues were illustrated with sample data collected in accordance with the original methods of processing experimental data outlined in the literature. Results and conclusions – The application of annual aging factor and related ‘utility’ idea is possible in the management of library collections, provided that the literature citation distribution follows the pattern of the exponential decline. Furthermore, the index can be used in bibliometric investigations on periodicals and disciplines of study analyzed with focus on their aging characteristics aspect.
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THE LIBRARY OF ŁÓDŹ THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE:
SELECTED ISSUES

KEYWORDS: Special libraries. Church libraries. Theological colleges. Łódź. Wincenty Tymieniecki

ABSTRACT: Objective - The author presents the Library of Łódź Theological College - the only theological Catholic research library run in the archdiocese of Łódź - discussing its structure, tools, collections and circulation methods. The data collected during the research on this long-lasting institution may be used as a reference source in further research on church libraries in Poland. Research method - The article is based on the analysis of source texts (Łódź Theological College website, literature on Polish church libraries, a publication on the College in question, the Library annual reports) and data gathered through interviews with the Library staff. Results – Data collected by the author enable her to characterize the Library, its facilities, activities, structure of Library collections and methods of access to the Library resources. Conclusions – The Library is in good condition as regards its collections and facilities.